
The Western Australian Birds of Prey Centre was established

in 2004, with its primary aim to rehabilitate all different

types of Birds of Prey. Along with rehabilitation, the Birds of

Prey team run educational sessions for schools and are

home to the much-loved Auzzie, a young and very proud

wedge-tail eagle, mascot to the West Coast Eagles. The

organisation is currently going through a great expansion

period to help keep up the increasing number of sick and

injured birds arriving at the site. 

On February 8th, the small group of seven volunteers from

Woodside's Production Delivery and Offshore Process Team

contributed their Tuesday to volunteer at Birds of Prey in

Bennett Springs. The weather was a perfect 26 degrees -

ideal for the outdoor activities. The team threw themselves

into their volunteering tasks. They were divided into two

groups, one group were dedicated to painting the back

aviary which is rightfully called the Woodside Muse and the

second group was on gardening duties. 

The first group put on their PPE and got stuck into painting

the newly renovated aviary which was in need of a fresh pot

of paint. This group were responsible for painting roof

beams in the large aviary. This activity required a buddy

system which involved one person climbing up the ladder to

paint whilst their buddy made sure the ladder was safe and

secure. 

The second group were in charge of gardening the property

which involved racking and blowing dead leaves, nuts and

twigs from the AstroTurf, as well as the front section of the

property. The group then stopped for a well deserved

morning tea break. After the break the first group continued

painting whilst the second group moved onto cleaning the

aviaries. 
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As the day wrapped up, Yvonne from Birds of Prey provided

an education and interactive session of the birds to the

team. The team were introduced to Mirco and Krystal the

resident owl and eagle on the property. The team also had

the opportunity to hold and take photos with the birds. 

Birds of Prey loved the team's dedication, banter, time and

assistance on the day. An amazing job well done to this

fantastic team for making a huge impact to the

organisation! 

Describe your
volunteer experience

in one word

"fun"

"sweet""enlightening"

"teamwork"

https://flic.kr/s/aHBqjzBzLx

